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Pooling
Who contributes unique results? 
Are inferred / additional results useful? 
Graded vs. Binary Assessment 
XML Structure enrichment
Additional Tasks 
Does overlap matter?



POOLING SUBMISSIONS

We observe the following:
– Most systems can identify the “obvious” results
– The majority of systems can identify good results
– Most systems can order the results in decreasing rank order 

(well, sort of…)
We can produce a reasonable committee search 
engine that will automatically rank results by 
considering all submissions.
Can we use the committee ranked results to select 
the assessments pool?

Pools Comaprison



Who contributes rare results?

Two arguments for uniform pooling are 
offered:
– Biased pooling may lead to biased evaluation 

results
– Some systems may not perform well overall, but 

can find “rare” results

Is this true?

There is no correlation between system rank and the number of rare results found



Are out-of-pool results useful?

During assessment results that are not in the pool 
are discovered:  

– Ancestors/descendents of explicit results
– Other results picked up by the assessors
– Automatically inferred results

This process is time consuming

Is there a good reason to assess exhaustively?



There is no “significant” difference
it may be desirable to assess less exhaustively – more topics.

Graded or Binary assessment?

There is scope for great disagreement over 
graded scoring
Graded scoring is far more time consuming 
than binary scoring

Is there a significant difference between 
evaluations obtained with graded scores and 
evaluations obtained with binary scores?



There is a significant difference

Re-using topics

Re-use of topics saves time and effort – only 
new results need to be assessed
However, we do run the risk of over-fitting 

We argue that topics can be re-used safely:
– The collection is growing
– Performance against new topics provides a 

control group – over-fitting is detectable
– We have mystery metrics every year anyway……



Manual runs task

Manual runs can discover more relevant results and 
improve the pool
It is relatively easy to perform manual runs, but it is 
time consuming.  Here is one way to obtain results:

– An interactive task whereby novice users are given a 1 hour 
time slot with several topics, and a search engine.

– Use undergraduate IR students (a prac?)
– Submit results for evaluation in the usual manner

Better systems will not only search more effectively, 
but interact more effectively with users.

More structure?

Paragraph tags    <s> …. </s>
POS tagging    (very expensive)
XPointer, XLink (citations, figures)
Element size  
<sec size=34, desc=6> … </sec>



More tasks?

Query expansion
– Produce a new set of extended topics.  

Performance comparison with original topics.
Ranking only subtask
– Take the top N results (the actual text snippets)
– Compute scores and rank

Ontology mining – utilise XML context to 
identify a collection specific ontology (e.g. an 
IEEE-CS lexicon)

Does overlap really matter?

Yes, and No,…

Yes, if you are implementing a user application layer :
– a user is unlikely to be pleased when presented with overlapping

results
– at INEX we are interested in developing models that will please 

users

No, if you are comparing systems :
– systems that were more effective at finding the complete recall 

base were also more effective at finding non-overlapping results



Overlap and metrics @INEX 2005

At INEX 2005, 3 user models (Focused, Thorough, Fetch Browse)

Compliance with a user model will be measured by the 
evaluation software

We (participants) do not have the necessary understanding or 
the detailed specifications of the proposed evaluation metrics

How can systems be evaluated, and performance compared, 
when the detailed requirements are made explicit only after 
product delivery?


